
Ars. slarina Oswald. Porter 	 2/8/88 
gox 220A 
Rockwall, TX 75087 

Dear Mrs. Poster, 

Nigel Turner tells me that you told him I have the FBI's tapes they made IX 
Your conversations. 

I do not and never did. 

. 	The OBI tried to give them to me but I would not accept them. I knew enough 
about what was in them that the FBI disclosed and should not have disclosed not 
to want them and to believe the FBI ought not disclose them. If remember correctly 
there were 20 or as reels. I don't now recall whether I gave you the records in 
which they paraphrased what they overheard but they did disclose them and they are 
or at least were in the FBI's public reading room. They do include your personal 
conversations with other and older women. 

- 	Under the Privacy Act they are not supposed to release this kind of information., 
Before the Privacy Act was enacted they weft not supposed to release it under 
Exemption 7 (C) of the Freedom of Information Act. 

I write to suggest that you consider writing them and saying that under your 
rights under the Privacy Act you request that they not disclose any information of 
a private, personal nature about you. Such a letter ought be sent to Headquarters 
in Washington. Their zip is 20535. 

I an not now certain of the numbers of the Headquax/ere files that hold 
personal information about you or-of the main Dallas file in which the teletyped 
paraphrases are. tou do not need to know this to assert your rights. 

I do recall the file numbers in Dallas for the relectronio surveillances. They 
try to hide such dirty-works by tribky filing. Thus, those records are filed in 
Dallas as "administrative matters" They had no permission and sought none for the 
-bugging of your home before you maved into it. J. Edgar Hoover talked Earl Warren 
in to wanting your phone tapped. The never mentioned bugging. Based on Hoover's 
statement that Warren wanted it the Department did approve the wiretapping. Be-
cause they never had any permission to bug they kept that in a separate file. The 
two Dallas numbers are 66-131- and' -1313A.: 

They also maintained eye surveillance of sour home in which they used a van 
that was parked nearby. Agents were hidden inside that van. 

S 	ly 

Harold Weisberg 


